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Stabilized finite element method based on local preconditioning
for unsteady compressible flows in deformable domains with

emphasis on the low Mach number limit application
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SUMMARY

Flows with low Mach numbers represent a limit situation in the solution of compressible flows. As the
Mach number tends to zero, compressible flow solvers suffer severe deficiencies, both in efficiency and
accuracy. The preconditioning of flow equations is one of the approaches actually proposed to capture
the solution in the low Mach number limit. In this method, the time derivatives are premultiplied by a
suitable preconditioning matrix in order to achieve a well-conditioned system by means of the scaling of
the system eigenvalues. Hence, the modified equations have only steady-state solutions in common with
the original system. For the application of these methods to unsteady problems, the dual-time-stepping
technique has emerged, where the physical time derivative terms are treated as source and/or reactive
terms. In this work, we show that a preconditioning matrix defined to compute steady-state solutions
may not be a good election for unsteady problems. The application of a ‘steady-state’ preconditioning
matrix to unsteady problems with an ALE (Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian) approach is presented.
The equations are discretized in space using a stabilized Finite Element method and in time using
finite differences. Also the treatment of dynamic boundary conditions for the preconditioned system
is discussed. Several test cases are solved, including incompressible flows and the in-cylinder flow in
an opposed-piston engine under cold conditions. Copyright c© 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The low Mach number (M) setting is a singular limiting situation in compressible flows.
When the Mach number approaches to zero, the strategies based on density to solve the flow
equations suffer severe deficiencies, both in efficiency and accuracy. This fact occurs since
in the low Mach number limit the system of equations is ill-conditioned, with a condition
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2 E. LÓPEZ ET AL.

number O(1/M) in the inviscid case [1]. There are two main approaches to circumvent this
drawback: firstly, the modification of compressible solvers (density-based) downward to low
Mach numbers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]; secondly, extending incompressible solvers (pressure-based)
towards the compressible regime [7, 8, 9]. Also there are unified formulations, as the method
proposed by Mittal and Tezduyar [10].

For density-based methods, two different techniques have been proposed to capture
solution convergence for low-Mach number regimes: preconditioning and asymptotic methods.
Both techniques achieve rescaling of the system condition number. The asymptotic method
introduces a perturbed form of the equations discarding specific terms, so that the physical
acoustic waves are replaced by pseudo-acoustic modes. The magnitude of the propagation
speeds of these pseudo-acoustic modes is similar to the fluid velocity [11]. Although
perturbation procedures are highly robust and applicable to both viscous and inviscid flows, the
nature of the perturbation limits their usage, particularly with respect to mixed compressible-
incompressible flows.

Preconditioning schemes consist in premultiplying time derivatives by a suitable
preconditioning matrix. This scales the eigenvalues of the system to similar magnitude orders
and removes the disparity in wave-speeds, leading to a well-conditioned system [1, 3, 15]. The
modified equations have only steady-state solutions in common with the original system (hence,
are devoid of true transients). For the application of these methods to unsteady problems the
dual-time-stepping technique has emerged, where the physical time derivative terms are treated
as source and/or reactive terms. During each physical time step, the system of pseudo-temporal
equations is advanced in artificial time until reaching a pseudo-steady-state [12, 13, 14, 5, 6].
Several local preconditioning matrices have been designed for steady state problems, with very
good results [1, 2, 3]. However, recent works have shown that these preconditioning matrices
may not be appropriate for unsteady flows [5].

The proposal in this work is to apply the method of preconditioning due to its ability to
work in a wide range of Mach and Reynolds numbers [16]. This method is used in conjunction
with the dual-time-stepping technique in order to deal with transient problems. The governing
equations are discretized in space and time using a stabilized Finite Element Method (FEM)
and finite differences, respectively. Because the preconditioning modifies the wave-speeds, the
FEM stabilization should be computed properly for this situation. The preconditioning matrix
applied here was proposed by Choi and Merkle [3] to solve steady compressible flows using the
Finite Volume method. Nigro et al. [17, 16] applied this preconditioning matrix to formulate
a stabilized FEM scheme able to solve steady compressible flow problems.

The eigenvalues of the Navier-Stokes equation system for unsteady compressible flow with
an ALE (Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian) formulation are computed. Based on the maximum
to minimum eigenvalues ratio, we analyze some definitions of the adjustable coefficients in the
preconditioning matrix. We present a proposal for the computation of the stabilization term
for the FEM technique and, in addition, the treatment of absorbing boundary conditions.
Several test cases are included. Some of them are incompressible flows, and thus compared
with solutions of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.
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2. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND EIGENVALUES ANALYSIS

Let Ω ⊂ Rnd the spatial domain and (0, tf) the temporal domain, where nd is the number
of space dimensions, and let Γ the boundary of Ω. The spatial and temporal coordinates are
denoted by x = [x1, . . . , xnd ]

T and t, respectively. The Navier-Stokes equations governing a
compressible viscous flow, expressed in the quasi-linear form can be written as [18]

∂U
∂t

+ Ai
∂U
∂xi

=
∂

∂xi

(
Kij

∂U
∂xj

)
+ S on Ω× (0, tf) (1)

U = [ρ, ρu, ρe]T being the conservative variables vector, where the symbols ρ, u, p and
e represent the density, velocity, pressure and total specific energy, respectively. Ai is the
advective jacobian matrix, Kij is the diffusivity matrix and S is the source vector. The system
of equations is closed once the pressure is related to the problem variables through the equation
of state, p = (γ − 1)ρ(e− ‖u‖2/2), where ‖ · ‖ is the standard euclidean norm for vectors and
γ is the ratio of specific heats which is assumed to be constant.

Since in the low Mach number limit the density tends to be constant in space, it is convenient
to perform the analysis using the viscous variables defined as

Q = [p,u, T ]T (2)

where T is the fluid temperature.
The idea in the preconditioning method is to premultiply the time derivatives by a properly

defined matrix in order to scale the eigenvalues of the equation system to similar magnitude
orders. The method modifies the transient evolution of the flow and, thus, it is only applicable
to steady state simulations. In order to apply the preconditioning strategy to unsteady
problems, the dual-time-stepping technique has emerged [12, 13]. In this technique, two times
must be considered: the physical time and the pseudo-time τ . The solution is obtained adding a
preconditioned pseudo-time derivative to equation (1). At each physical time step, the system is
solved until the pseudo-steady state is reached when τ →∞. Let Γ denotes the preconditioning
matrix, then the system of equations modified by the dual-time-stepping strategy is written
as [14]

Γ
∂U
∂τ

+
∂U
∂t

+ Ai
∂U
∂xi

=
∂

∂xi

(
Kij

∂U
∂xj

)
+ S (3)

In the viscous variables basis, equation (3) is expressed as

Γ
∂U
∂Q

∂Q
∂τ

+
∂U
∂Q

∂Q
∂t

+ Ai
∂U
∂Q

∂Q
∂xi

=
∂

∂xi

(
Kij

∂U
∂Q

∂Q
∂xj

)
+ S (4)

Let

Γv = Γ
∂U
∂Q

(5)

the preconditioning matrix in the viscous variables basis. Hence, after premultiplying
equation (4) by the inverse matrix Γ−1

v , the following expression is obtained

∂Q
∂τ

+ Γ−1
v

∂U
∂Q

∂Q
∂t

+ Γ−1
v Ai

∂U
∂Q

∂Q
∂xi

= Γ−1
v

∂

∂xi

(
Kij

∂U
∂Q

∂Q
∂xj

)
+ Γ−1

v S (6)
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4 E. LÓPEZ ET AL.

In this work, the analysis is done using the preconditioning matrix proposed by Choi and
Merkle [3] for the resolution of steady state problems in the low Mach number limit. In the Q
variables basis this preconditioning matrix takes the following form for the 3D case

Γv =



1
βM2

r

0 0 0 0
u1

βM2
r

ρ 0 0 0
u2

βM2
r

0 ρ 0 0
u3

βM2
r

0 0 ρ 0

ρe + p

ρβM2
r

− δ ρu1 ρu2 ρu3
γρR

γ − 1


(7)

where Mr is a reference Mach number, ui, i = 1, 2, 3 are the components of the fluid velocity,
R is the particular gas constant, δ is a constant that plays the role of a coefficient of the time
derivative of pressure in the energy equation and β = zc2, c =

√
γRT being the sound speed

and z = max(1, zvis), with

zvis =
α(α− 1)

M2
r [α− 1 + c2/(u · s)2]

α =
˜CFL

σ̃Reh

In the last equation ˜CFL and σ̃ are, respectively, the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy and the
von Neumann numbers for the preconditioned system based on pseudo-time discretization
parameters †, Reh = ρ‖u‖h/µ is the cell Reynolds number based on the characteristic element
length h, and s is the unit vector aligned with the flow velocity. In the next section we will
discuss the choice of Mr (see equation (22) for the original definition given by Choi and Merkle).
According to Choi and Merkle, there are two convenient choices of the δ parameter: 0 or 1.
In this study, δ = 1 is used. With this preconditioning matrix, the preconditioned equations
are nearly identical to the equations obtained when the method of artificial compressibility is
applied, with the addition of the equation of energy conservation [3].

In order to study the eigenvalues of the preconditioned equation system, we Fourier
transform the equation (6) after discretizing the physical time derivative term. Let

Ãv, i = Γ−1
v Ai

∂U
∂Q

K̃v, ij = Γ−1
v Kij

∂U
∂Q

S̃v = Γ−1
v S

(8)

The discretization of the physical time derivative is done using Backward Differentiation

† ˜CFL = maxi (λi)∆τ/h, where λi represents the wave propagation speed and ∆τ is the pseudo-time step.
σ̃ = µ∆τ/ρh2, where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid.
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STABILIZED FEM FOR LOW MACH NUMBER COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS 5

Formulas (BDFs)

∂Q
∂t

≈ ck0Qn+1 − E(Qn,Qn−1, . . . )
∆t

, (9)

where E =
∑k

j=1 ckjQn−j+1, ckj , j = 0, . . . , k are constants that depend on the temporal
order of the scheme (k) and ∆t is the time step. Discretizing the time derivative, the system
of equations (6) can be written as

∂Q
∂τ

+
ck0

∆t
Γ−1

v

∂U
∂Q

Q + Ãv, i
∂Q
∂xi

=
∂

∂xi

(
K̃v, ij

∂Q
∂xj

)
+ S̃v +

1
∆t

Γ−1
v

∂U
∂Q

E(Qn,Qn−1, . . . )

(10)

In order to simplify the notation, the index n + 1 for the variables evaluated at the current
time was dropped from equation (10).

With the aim of finding analytical expressions for the eigenvalues of the preconditioned
system of equations we neglect (by the time) the diffusive and source terms in equation (10),
which leads to the following expression

∂Q
∂τ

+
ck0

∆t
Γ−1

v

∂U
∂Q

Q + Ãv, i
∂Q
∂xi

= 0 (11)

By introducing a Fourier mode Q = Q0 exp
[
i(kT x− ωτ)

]
into equation (11), the following

equation for ω is obtained (
−iωI +

ck0

∆t
Γ−1

v

∂U
∂Q

+ ikiÃv, i

)
Q = 0 (12)

where I is the identity matrix. Due to the finite number of mesh nodes, the wavelengths
are limited by the grid spacing. To take this filtering into account, we can set ‖k‖ = φ/h,
where h is a measure of the grid spacing, and φ ∈ [0, π]. Let λ = ω/‖k‖ the wave speed and
uk = uT k/‖k‖. The system of equations ĜQ = 0, where

Ĝ = −i
ck0

‖k‖∆t
Γ−1

v

∂U
∂Q

+
ki

‖k‖
Ãv, i − λI (13)

is obtained by dividing equation (12) by i‖k‖. The equation ĜQ = 0 will have a non-trivial
solution if det (Ĝ) = 0, which will occurs for certain values of λ, the eigenvalues of the following
matrix

G = −i
ck0

‖k‖∆t
Γ−1

v

∂U
∂Q

+
ki

‖k‖
Ãv, i (14)

Let the CFL numbers CFLu = uk∆t/h and CFLc = c∆t/h. Then, the eigenvalues of G
could be computed analytically, giving

λ(G)1,... ,nd = uk(1− ick0CFL−1
u )

λ(G)nd+1,nd+2 =
uk

2
(1− ick0CFL−1

u )T±
(15)

where

T± = (1 + M2
r χ)±

√
(1−M2

r χ)2 − 4M2
r

[
1

(iM + ck0CFL−1
c )2

+ 1− χ

]
(16)
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6 E. LÓPEZ ET AL.

and χ = γ − (γ − 1)δ.
When the ALE strategy is applied, the governing equations using the dual-time formulation

are written as [20]

Γ
∂U
∂τ

+
∂U
∂t

+ (Ai − wiI)
∂U
∂xi

=
∂

∂xi

(
Kij

∂U
∂xj

)
+ S (17)

where w = [w1, . . . , wnd ]
T is the velocity of the reference system. Neglecting the diffusive and

source terms in equation (17), we could perform the same procedure applied to equation (3)
in order to compute analytically the eigenvalues for that system of equations. The eigenvalues
of the resulting matrix

GALE = −i
ck0

‖k‖∆t
Γ−1

v

∂U
∂Q

+
ki

‖k‖

(
Ãv, i − wiΓ−1

v

∂U
∂Q

)
(18)

are the following

λ(GALE)1,... ,nd = uk(1− ick0CFL−1
u )− wk

λ(GALE)nd+1,nd+2 =
1
2
[uk(1− ick0CFL−1

u )− wk]TALE
±

(19)

where

TALE
± = (1 + M2

r χ)±

√
(1−M2

r χ)2 − 4M2
r

[
1

(iM̄ + ck0CFL−1
c )2

+ 1− χ

]
(20)

M̄ = (uk − wk)/c, and wk = wT k/‖k‖.

2.1. Preconditioning strategies

We will analyze different choices for the definition of the reference Mach number introduced
in the expression of the preconditioning matrix (7). The analysis is performed using the ratio
of maximum to minimum eigenvalues (ER) in modulus, computed as

ER =
max(|λi|)
min(|λi|)

(21)

The ER relationship coincides with the condition number when the system is symmetrical and,
in the case of a non-symmetrical system, gives a measure of the disparity in the wave-speeds.

The following three definitions of Mr are compared:

• Steady Preconditioning (SP): this case corresponds to the original proposal by Choi and
Merkle [3], where

MSP
r = min(1,max(M,Mε)) (22)

Mε being a cut-off of the Mach number in the vicinity of stagnation points defined by
the user.

• Unsteady Preconditioning (UP): in this case the reference Mach number is defined as
suggested by Vigneron et al. [5]

MUP
r = min(1,max(

√
M2 + CFL−2

c ,Mε)) (23)

Copyright c© 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Fluids 2000; 00:1–6
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STABILIZED FEM FOR LOW MACH NUMBER COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS 7

• Non-preconditioning (NP): the unpreconditioned system could be recovered taking, when
δ = 1, MNP

r = 1.

It is easy to see that MUP
r → MSP

r when CFLc →∞ and, conversely, MUP
r → MNP

r when
CFLc → 0. Hence, the UP is equivalent to the SP technique in the limit of large CFLc

numbers and to the unpreconditioned strategy for small CFLc.
Figure 1 shows the ER ratio as a function of the CFLc number for the inviscid case, i.e.

using the eigenvalues given by equation (15), on which we take ck0 = 1, δ = 1 (χ = 1),
Mε = 1× 10−6 and M = 1× 10−3.
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Figure 1. Maximum to minimum eigenvalues ratio as a function of CFLc number
with M = 1× 10−3 and Mε = 1× 10−6 for the inviscid case.

As could be observed in that figure, the unpreconditioned scheme is well suited for solving
compressible flows if the CFLc number is small enough. However, if the Mach number is
too low, the system turns to be ill-conditioned as the CFLc increases. On the other hand, the
steady preconditioning leads to a small eigenvalues ratio for large CFLc but this ratio increases
when CFLc tends to very small values. When the unsteady preconditioning is applied, the
maximum to minimum eigenvalues ratio is O(1) for all CFLc numbers.

For viscous flows is not longer easy to compute the eigenvalues of the preconditioned
system (3). For this reason, many authors use approximations that depend on the Reynolds
number [19, 5]. In this work, since the original definition of the preconditioning matrix includes
some control of the time step in the viscous regions via the β parameter, we do not need to
apply such approximations if MUP

r is used. We show this fact comparing the ER ratio as a
function of the CFLc and Re numbers for the three choices of the reference Mach number cited
above. Since we do not have an analytical expression for the eigenvalues of the preconditioned
system in the viscous case, the eigenvalues are computed numerically. The system (6) is Fourier

Copyright c© 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Fluids 2000; 00:1–6
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8 E. LÓPEZ ET AL.

transformed keeping the viscous terms. The resulting matrix

Gvisc = −i
ck0

‖k‖∆t
Γ−1

v

∂U
∂Q

+
ki

‖k‖
Ãv, i − i

kikj

‖k‖
K̃v, ij (24)

is then expressed in dimensionless form and, for given values of the dimensionless numbers,
their eigenvalues are computed numerically using a calculus software (Octave [21]). Figure 2
shows the eigenvalues ratio as a function of CFLc for several Reynolds numbers, where ck0 = 1,
δ = 1, Mε = 1 × 10−6 and M = 1 × 10−3. For Reynolds numbers above 10, the curves are
very similar to those corresponding to the inviscid case. When the Reynolds number decreases
below 0.1 the three curves tend to overlap, exhibiting the same behavior as function of the
CFLc number. In the range of Reynolds numbers between 0.1 and 10, the ER ratio behaves
like in the inviscid case, i.e., using MNP

r as reference Mach number this ratio increases when
the CFLc increases and using MSP

r , the ER ratio increases when the CFLc decreases. In the
same interval of variation of Reynolds and CFLc numbers, the use of MUP

r allows to keep the
eigenvalues ratio O(1), as shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Maximum to minimum eigenvalues ratio as a function of CFLc number for
several Reynolds numbers, with M = 1× 10−3.

3. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

3.1. Variational formulation

In this section, the variational formulation of the preconditioned Navier-Stokes equations for
compressible flows is presented. The Finite Element Method (FEM) stabilized by means of
the Streamline Upwind/Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) strategy is used. Consider a finite element
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STABILIZED FEM FOR LOW MACH NUMBER COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS 9

discretization of the domain Ω into nel sub-domains Ωe, e = 1, 2, . . . , nel. Based on this
discretization, the finite element function spaces for the trial functions and for the weighting
functions, S h and V h respectively, can be defined (see equation (26)). As was showed above,
when the ALE technique is used only the advective jacobians are modified in the system of
equations. Therefore, in order to simplify the notation, w velocity is considered null. The
variational formulation of the problem is written as follows:

Find Uh ∈ S h such that ∀Wh ∈ V h∫
Ω

Wh

(
Γh ∂Uh

∂τ
+

∂Uh

∂t
+ Ah

i

∂Uh

∂xi

)
dΩ +

∫
Ω

∂Wh

∂xi
Kh

ij

∂Uh

∂xj
dΩ

+
numel∑
e=1

∫
Ωe

τT (Ah
k)T ∂Wh

∂xk

[
Γh ∂Uh

∂τ
+

∂Uh

∂t
+ Ah

i

∂Uh

∂xi
− ∂

∂xi

(
Kh

ij

∂Uh

∂xj

)
− S

]
dΩe

=
∫

Ω

WhSdΩ +
∫

Γh

WhfdΓ

(25)

where

S h = {Uh|Uh ∈ [H1h(Ω)]ndof , Uh|Ωe ∈ [P 1(Ωe)]ndof , Uh = g on Γg}
V h = {Wh|Wh ∈ [H1h(Ω)]ndof , Wh|Ωe ∈ [P 1(Ωe)]ndof , Wh = 0 on Γg}

(26)

H1h(Ω) being the finite dimensional Sobolev functional space over Ω, with f and g representing
the natural and Dirichlet boundary conditions vectors, respectively. Γg and Γh are the portions
of the boundary with Dirichlet and Neumann conditions, respectively. ndof stands for the
number of degrees of freedom.

The derivative with respect to τ is discretized using the backward Euler difference scheme

∂U
∂τ

≈ Un+1,m+1 −Un+1,m

∆τ
(27)

Notice the indeces used to indicate each time level: n+1 is the current physical time step and
m+1 is the current pseudo-time step. In addition, an implicit formulation is proposed in both
t and τ .

The definition of the matrix of intrinsic time scale τ is very important in order to stabilize
the numerical scheme correctly. In this work, we propose to apply the SUPG strategy, i.e. to
stabilize the numerical scheme considering only the advective part of the system. The numerical
diffusivity introduced by the SUPG method in the inviscid case is [22]

K̃num
v = Ãvτ̃vÃv (28)

where τ̃v is the matrix of intrinsic time scale in the viscous variables basis. In the conservative
variables basis this matrix is expressed as

τ =
∂U
∂Q

τ̃v
∂Q
∂U

Γ−1 =
∂U
∂Q

τ̃vΓ−1
v (29)

For the computation of τ̃v we propose to use an extension of the proposal by Le Beau et
al. [23] to the preconditioned system considered in this work. This extension is written as
follows

τ̃v =
h/2

1
2 [‖u‖(1 + βM2

r χ/c2) + c′]
I (30)

Copyright c© 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Fluids 2000; 00:1–6
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10 E. LÓPEZ ET AL.

where c′ =

√
‖u‖2

(
1 +

βM2
r χ

c2

)2

+ 4βM2
r

(
1− ‖u‖2

c2

)
is the pseudo-acoustic speed. The

denominator in the expression of the stabilization parameter is the maximum eigenvalue of the
preconditioned advective jacobian, whose calculation can be found in [3] or [17]. The definition
given by equation (30) is corrected in order to account for viscous effects (see, for instance,
the work by Aliabadi et al. [24]).

The proposal given by equation (30) for the computation of τ̃v differs from that used
in [17, 16]. In these works, a stabilized FEM scheme is presented for the resolution of steady
compressible flows for all Mach and Reynolds numbers, which utilizes the same preconditioning
matrix applied here with MSP

r as reference Mach number.

Remark 1. In the inviscid case (i.e. µ = 0 and, thus, β = c2), if the reference Mach number
is adopted as MNP

r , the pseudo-acoustic speed tends to 2c when M → 0 and the expression
for τ̃v in (30) approaches to the corresponding expression of the unpreconditioned system
((h/2)/(‖u‖ + c)). The same limit is reached when M → 1, although in this case the three
reference Mach numbers tends to 1.

Remark 2. Considering the unpreconditioned system (Mr = 1) in the inviscid case, for the wave
with a propagation speed of order ‖u‖ the numerical diffusion introduced by the stabilization
strategy given by equation (30) is proportional to

h‖u‖2

2(‖u‖+ c)
=

h‖u‖M
2(1 + M)

Thus, at the low Mach number limit, there are sub-stabilized modes due to the disparity in
the wave-speeds. This sub-stabilization could leads to spurious numerical oscillations in the
solution.

3.2. Dynamic boundary conditions

In this section we present briefly the treatment of the dynamic boundary conditions. We refer
as dynamic boundary conditions to those boundary conditions that depend on the fluid state
and/or the mesh state in the case of a problem with moving boundaries domain. In particular,
we consider here the absorbing boundary conditions and a mixed absorbing/wall boundary
condition.

As occurs with the stabilization term of the FEM formulation, the absorbing boundary
conditions must be properly computed for the preconditioned system of equations. The idea
here is to follow the proposal by Storti et al. [25] but applied to equation (6) expressed in the
viscous variables basis. In multidimensional problems a simplified 1D analysis in the normal
direction to the boundary is done by considering the projection of the advective jacobians onto
this direction, as follows

Ãv, n = Ãv, ini (31)

where ni, i = 1, . . . , nd are the components of the unit vector normal to the local boundary.
After diagonalization of the projected jacobian

Ãv, n = M̃vΛ̃v, nM̃−1
v (32)
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with Λ̃v, n = diag[λ(Ãv, n)], the projection matrices onto the right/left-going characteristics
modes in the diagonal basis are obtained

(
Π−

V

)
ij

=

{
1 if i = j and λi(Ãv, n) < 0
0 otherwise

Π−
V + Π+

V = I

(33)

The projection matrices in the viscous variables basis are computed changing the basis
Π±

Q = M̃vΠ±
V M̃−1

v . Finally, coming back to the U basis, the projection matrices are written
as

Π±
U =

∂U
∂Q

Π±
Q

∂Q
∂U

(34)

In this work, the absorbing boundary conditions are applied using Lagrange multipliers.
Therefore, for a node i on the boundary, the system of equations to be solved is

Π−
U (Uref)(Ui −Uref) + Π+

U (Uref)Ulm = 0

Ri(U) + ΓΠ−
U (Uref)Ulm = 0

(35)

where Uref is a reference state, Ulm is the Lagrange multiplier, and Ri(U) is the FEM residue
for the node i. The reference state must be specified by the user. If the external conditions
are unknown, Storti et al. [25] propose to take Uref as the state of the fluid in the previous
time step. They named this strategy ULSAR (Use Last State As Reference) and show that
Riemann invariants are preserved in the limit ∆t → 0 and h → 0, if such invariants exist.

The other kind of dynamic boundary condition that we consider is a mixed absorbing/wall
condition. This type of condition could be useful in problems where the flow domain has
moving boundaries. For instance, we use this mixed boundary condition for the computational
simulation of internal combustion engines that utilize ports for the gas-exchange process, such
as two-stroke and rotative (Wankel [26], MRCVC [27], etc.) engines. Generally, the ports are
placed on fixed walls of the engine (the cylinder or the housing) and, thus, have a relative
motion with respect to the flow domain.

Let consider a boundary node i that, due to the nodal displacement produced by the mesh
deformation, could change their position between a solid wall and an inlet/outlet. In this case,
the kind of boundary condition applied on node i must be changed appropriately in order
to account for the relative node position in the boundary. The strategy used here consists in
switching from an absorbing boundary condition (equation (35)) when the node is placed on
the inlet/outlet region to a wall boundary condition when the node moves to the solid wall. In
such a case, the wall boundary condition is applied via constraints using Lagrange multipliers
in order to keep constant the total number of degrees of freedom. For instance, in a 3D problem
using a no-slip boundary condition on a still solid wall, the system of equations for the node i
when it is located on the solid wall is written as

MUi + (I−M)Ulm = 0

Ri(U) + MUlm = 0
(36)

where M = diag[0, 1, 1, 1, 0].
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The unsteady local preconditioning strategy presented was applied to several problems. Among
the solved problems, there are steady and unsteady incompressible flows with moving domains.
The purpose of these problems was to compare the preconditioned-system solution and the
solution obtained by using a standard incompressible Navier-Stokes code. Furthermore, a test
inherently compressible, which is the simulation of the in-cylinder flow in an opposed-piston
internal combustion engine under cold conditions, is presented.

The pseudo-time step is increased during the pseudo-transient following the rule

∆τm+1 = ∆τ0 ‖R0‖
‖Rm‖

(37)

where R is the global residue and ∆τ0 is an initial pseudo-time step defined by the user.

4.1. Flow in a lid driven cavity

This test served as a benchmark for the Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flow for
decades. The problem consists in a fluid into a square cavity with length side L and whose top
wall moves with a uniform velocity U . Two Reynolds numbers (Re = ρUL/µ) cases 100 and
1000 are considered and a 60×60 quadrangles mesh is employed. A uniform grid is used for Re
= 100, while a stretched grid is used for Re = 1000, with a ratio of 1:10 between elements near
the wall and elements in the central region of the domain. The Mach number of the moving lid is
4.5×10−4. No-slip boundary condition is applied on solid walls, which are assumed isothermic.
Initially, the fluid is at rest and its pressure and temperature are constants, with values of 1×105

Pa and 300 K respectively. The test was solved with the unsteady preconditioning strategy
and, in order to compare, solving the Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flow (NSI).
The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are solved using FEM stabilized by means of the
SUPG [28] and the Pressure-Stabilizing/Petrov-Galerkin (PSPG) [29] methods. Since this test
tends to a steady state when t →∞, we use a large CFLc number in the computation. Under
this condition, the steady preconditioning and the unsteady preconditioning strategies are
equivalent. However, we proposed to solve this case in order to test the stabilization coefficient
introduced in equation (30).

Figures 3 and 4 show the magnitude of the velocity and the pressure perturbation,
respectively. The pressure perturbation is computed as p − p̄, with p̄ = 1 × 105 Pa. Notice
that the solution obtained is smooth and with no numerical oscillations.

In order to verify the accuracy of the UP method, the velocity profiles at vertical and
horizontal centerlines of cavity (x1/L = 0.5 and x2/L = 0.5, respectively) are compared with
a numerical solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations by Ghia et al. [30]. The u1

velocity is compared at the vertical centerline of the cavity, and the u2 velocity is compared at
the horizontal centerline of the cavity. Figures 5 and 6 show the results, where good agreement
can be observed.

4.2. Flow in a channel with a moving indentation

This test case consists in a flow through a 2D channel with a moving indentation, which has
been studied experimentally by Pedley and Stephanoff [31], and numerically by Ralph and
Pedley [32] and by Demirdz̆ić and Perić [33].
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(a) Re = 100 - UP (b) Re = 1000 - UP (c) Re = 1000 - NSI

Figure 3. Non-dimensional magnitude of the velocity field (‖u‖/U) for the flow in a
lid driven cavity.

(a) Re = 100 - UP (b) Re = 1000 - UP (c) Re = 1000 - NSI

Figure 4. Pressure perturbation field ([Pa]) for the flow in a lid driven cavity.
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Figure 7 shows a scheme of the channel geometry. The shape of the indentation is taken from
Pedley and Stephanoff [31], who specified the following analytic function which approximately
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fit the real shape used in the experiment

x2(x1) =

 h for 0 ≤ x1 < d1

0.5h{1− tanh [a(x1 − d2)]} for d1 ≤ x1 ≤ d3

0 for x1 > d3

where a = 4.14, d1 = 4b, d3 = 6.5b, d2 = 0.5(d1 + d3), and

h = 0.5hmax [1− cos(2πt∗)] (38)

being t∗ =
t− t0

Υ
. Here b is the channel height, Υ is the oscillation period and hmax = 0.38b

x

b

h

l

xd
d
d

1

2

3

l21

2

1

Figure 7. Geometry of the channel (not to scale): b = 1 cm, l1 = 9.85 cm, l2 = 18.0 cm.

specifies the maximum blockage of the channel cross-section at t∗ = 0.5. The geometry is
symmetric around x1 = 0. The Strouhal number based on the channel height, bulk velocity
U = (2/3)umax and oscillation period,

St =
b

UΥ
, (39)

is 0.037. The Reynolds number based on the same reference quantities is 507. At the initial
time t = t0 the flow is assumed to be fully developed (Poiseuille flow). The maximum
velocity is umax = 1.5 m/s. The velocity profile at the inlet cross-section is taken to remain
constant throughout the cycle. Also a constant density is imposed at the inlet cross-section
(ρinlet = 1.1614 kg/m3). At the other channel end, dynamic boundary conditions with the
ULSAR strategy were imposed, as presented in section 3.2. Walls are assumed isothermic (300
K) and no slip boundary condition is imposed on them. Mesh dynamics was solved applying
the method proposed by López et al. [34], which consists in minimizing the mesh element
distortion. The mesh used has 12362 triangular elements and 6759 nodes. The (physical) time
step adopted in the simulation was ∆t = Υ/200.

Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the density field, the magnitude of the flow velocity, and the
pressure perturbation (with p̄ = 1 × 105 Pa) at the times t∗ = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8,
0.9 and 1 for the UP strategy.

Table I compares the solution obtained using the unsteady preconditioning strategy and
two solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flow. The comparison is done
taking the maximum velocity during the cycle and the time in which the three first vortices
appear.
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Figure 8. Density field ([kg/m3]) for the flow in a channel with a moving indentation computed using the
UP strategy. From top to bottom, times t∗ = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1.

UP López et al. [34] Demirdz̆ić and Perić [33]
Max. velocity [m/s] 2.916 at t∗ = 0.37 2.931 at t∗ = 0.38 2.645 at t∗ = 0.4

1st vortex t∗ = 0.22 t∗ = 0.23 t∗ = 0.2-0.25
2nd vortex t∗ = 0.345 t∗ = 0.35 t∗ = 0.35-0.4
3rd vortex t∗ = 0.425 t∗ = 0.42 t∗ = 0.45

Table I. Comparison of results obtained using the UP strategy and two solutions of the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations for the channel with a moving indentation test.

Figure 11 shows the positions of the first three eddies center as a function of time. In
that figure, the experimental data reported by Pedley and Stephanoff [31] and the numerical
solutions of the UP technique and the Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flow [34] are
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Figure 9. Magnitude of the flow velocity field ([m/s]) for the flow in a channel with a moving indentation
computed using the UP strategy. From top to bottom, times t∗ = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1.

included. According to Pedley and Stephanoff [31], the abscissa was defined as

x∗1 =
(x1 − d1)(10St)1/3

b
(40)

This test may be useful to compare the solutions obtained by means the three choices of
Mr in the preconditioning matrix. The solution correspondig to the unsteady preconditioning
system is adopted as reference and is compared with the solutions of the other two strategies.

In first place we compare the UP and NP solutions. As expected, the unpreconditioned
solution does not represent the behavior of the flow since it does not produce the different
vortices experimentally observed. In addition, the pressure field presents numerical oscillations
which could be observed in figure 12. In that figure, the isolines of the pressure perturbation
fields (with p̄ = 1 × 105) for t∗ = 0.5 computed with the UP and NP strategies are shown.
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Figure 10. Pressure perturbation field ([Pa]) for the flow in a channel with a moving indentation computed
using the UP strategy. From top to bottom, times t∗ = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1.

The top sub-figure corresponds to the unsteady preconditioning solution, while the middle
sub-figure corresponds to the unpreconditioned system with the same parameters as presented
above (same ∆t, mesh, etc.). With the aim to avoid the numerical oscillations, we decreased
the time step by a factor of 10. In the bottom sub-figure of figure 12 the isolines of the pressure
perturbation field computed with the unpreconditioned system with ∆t = Υ/2000 are shown.
As could be observed, this solution also presents numerical oscillations. We conclude that the
spurious numerical oscillations are due to the sub-stabilization introduced by the way in which
the matrix of intrinsic time scale is computed (see equation (30) and remark 2 at the end of
section 3.1).

The difference between UP and SP methods is given by the CFLc number only. Therefore,
keeping the same mesh and the conditions of the fluid, the unique parameter of the simulation
that distinguishes both techniques is the physical time step. Using the original set of parameters
(∆t = Υ/200) the CFLc number is O(103). Then, as predicted by theory in figures 1 and 2,
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Figure 11. Comparison of predicted and experimentally observed positions of the first three vortices center.

Figure 12. Isolines of the pressure perturbation field at t∗ = 0.5 for the flow in a channel with a moving
indentation computed with the UP (top, ∆t = Υ/200) and NP (∆t = Υ/200, middle; ∆t = Υ/2000,

bottom) strategies.

the unsteady and steady preconditioning strategies are almost equivalent and they give very
similar solutions. However, if the time step is decreased the steady preconditioning method fails
to give an acceptable solution and, according with our experiments, the execution of the code is
interrupted by insurmountable errors. For instance, with a time step ten times smaller than the
original one (∆t = Υ/2000, for which CFLc is O(102)) the run breaks down before completing
the first half of period. Figure 13 shows some contour lines of pressure perturbation and density
fields at t∗ = 0.41 (a few time steps before the interruption of the code execution) computed
with the steady preconditioning strategy. With comparison purposes, the figure include the
respective isolines of the state obtained by solving the problem with the UP technique. As
could be observed, the solution of the SP strategy presents spurious oscillations that begin to
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form in the vicinity of the vortices centers.

Figure 13. Isolines of the pressure perturbation (top) and density (bottom) fields at t∗ = 0.41 for the flow
in a channel with a moving indentation computed with the SP (left) and UP (right) strategies. Solutions

computed with ∆t = Υ/2000.

Regarding the computational cost, we compare the cumulated computational time used to
simulate the time interval corresponding to the cycle Υ with the UP and NP strategies. The
results are presented in figure 14. The computational times are relative to the total elapsed time
employed by the unsteady preconditioning strategy. Although this strategy is computationally
more costly than the unpreconditiong technique (with the same set of parameters), when the
time step is decreased by a factor of 10 the cumulated computational relative time increases
9 times approximately. For the unpreconditiong method the CFL = (M + 1)CFLc number
determines the appropriate time step for the simulation, while for the unsteady preconditioning
strategy we could control the CFLu and CFLc numbers. Let ∆tNP and ∆tUP the time
steps computed for the NP and UP strategies, respectively. In the low-Mach number limit
CFL ≈ CFLc. Now, suppose we take the CFL number for the NP technique equal to the
CFLu for the UP strategy. Then ∆tNP = M∆tUP, and for the unpreconditioning strategy the
computational cost could be significantly high.

4.3. Opposed-piston engine

The last case presented is the resolution of the fluid flow inside the cylinder of an opposed-
piston engine under cold conditions, i.e. without combustion. This test was selected in order
to show the application of the unsteady preconditioning strategy to an inherently compressible
case. The engine geometry was taken from the KIVA-3 [35] tutorial. The cylinder bore is 100
mm, the stroke of each piston is 85 mm, and the geometric compression ratio is 9.5:1. The
cylinder has 8 exhaust ports evenly distributed in the circumferential direction and 12 intake
ports uniformly separated also. Assuming the reference angle as the EDC (External Dead
Center), the timing of the ports are the following

• Intake Port Opening (IPO) = 295.13◦

• Intake Port Closing (IPC) = 64.87◦

• Exhaust Port Opening (EPO) = 280.2◦

• Exhaust Port Closing (EPC) = 79.8◦

In order to simplify the problem, the flow domain is assumed to have axial symmetry around
the cylinder axis. The domain is not axisymmetric since the intake and exhaust ports are not
continuously distributed as a ‘ring’ around the cylinder. However, the proposed simplification
is perfectly valid for the purpose of this paper. The simplified geometry is shown in figure 15
for pistons located at EDC.

The mesh was generated with the pistons at EDC (ports totally opened) and has 19K
hexahedra and 38.6K nodes. The mean element size is h = 1 mm. Due to the simplicity of the
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Figure 14. Comparison of the cumulated computational time employed for the simulation of the first cycle
in the channel with a moving indentation problem. The computational time shown is relative to the elapsed

time for the UP strategy.

geometry and the boundary movement, the mesh dynamics is solved using an algebraic law
following a linear distribution with respect to the position of pistons at IDC (Internal Dead
Center).

No-slip condition is imposed at solid walls. In addition, these walls are assumed insulated.
Mixed absorbing/wall boundary conditions are used to model the ports, as explained in
section 3.2. For absorbing boundary conditions, the reference state used for the intake port is
Qi

ref = [105 kPa, 0m/s, 300 K]T , and for the exhaust port is Qe
ref = [95 kPa, 0m/s, 500 K]T .

In this case, we model the turbulence applying the simplest LES (Large Eddy Simulation)
Smagorinsky model [36, 37], which takes the Smagorinsky coefficient as constant. The engine
speed is 3000 rpm. The time step used in the simulation was selected with the goal to
keep CFLu O(1) along the whole simulation, but bounded below by a minimum time step
corresponding to 0.25 crank angle degrees (CAD) and bounded above by a maximum time step
equivalent to 3 CAD. The stationary cyclic state is reached with approximately three cycles.
The test was solved applying the UP strategy, since the Mach number could vary from very
low values to values of order 0.5.

For some instants in the cycle, the density, pressure and Mach number fields into the
chamber are depicted in the following figures, which correspond to the last cycle simulated. The
position of the pistons in these moments is sketched in figure 16. The purpose is to show that
the unsteady preconditioning strategy presented above produces smooth solutions (without
numerical oscillations) when it is applied to computations of in-cylinder flows problems.
Figures 17, 18 and 19 show the distribution of density, pressure and Mach number into the
cylinder at 60 CAD (when the intake phase approaches the end), 130 CAD (the half of the
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Figure 15. Geometry of the simplified axisymmetric model for
the opposed-piston engine case (pistons at EDC).

compression stroke) and 321 CAD (pass half of the exhaust period), respectively.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The method of preconditioning of the equations was applied in conjunction with the dual-
time-stepping strategy in order to solve transient flow problems at low Mach numbers in
deformable domains. The application of a preconditioning matrix originally designed for
steady compressible viscous flows was studied. Some definitions of one of the adjustable
parameters of that matrix were analyzed using the eigenvalues of the system. A stabilized
SUPG Finite Element method was formulated, in which was proposed to compute the
stabilization parameter using the maximum eigenvalue of the preconditioned advective
jacobians. The dynamic boundary conditions problem was also addressed, where dynamic
absorbing conditions are applied on inlet/outlet boundaries and mixed absorbing/wall are
used to model intake and exhaust ports in internal combustion engines. The resultant method
was applied to incompressible flows and compared with solutions of the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations with very good results. Furthermore, the strategy was tested in an
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Figure 16. Sketchs of the pistons position for the instants during
the cycle for which the state of the fluid is shown.

axisymmetric opposed-piston engine problem under cold conditions.
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(a) Density [kg/m3] (b) Pressure [Pa] (c) Mach number

Figure 17. State of the flow at the end of the intake phase (60
CAD) in the axisymmetric opposed-piston engine test computed

with the UP strategy.
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(a) Density [kg/m3] (b) Pressure [Pa] (c) Mach number

Figure 19. State of the flow at pass half of the exhaust period
(321 CAD) in the axisymmetric opposed-piston engine test
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